The consolidation of a non-analogous climate shortly will likely affect the structure and functioning of Amazon, the most biodiverse terrestrial ecosystem on the planet. However, the ecological mechanisms underlying these potential events are still poorly understood.
and energy feedbacks at large scales (Aragão et al., 2014; Nobre et al., 2016) . Therefore, it is 67 expected that ongoing climate change, promoted mainly by the increasing rate of greenhouse gas 68 emissions to the atmosphere (IPCC, 2014), will affect the integrity and functioning of the Amazon 69 forest (Davidson et al., 2012) . Such climate state will entail the commitment of a vast set of goods 70 and services provided to humans (Cardinale et al., 2012; Pecl et al., 2017) .
71
However, there are still many uncertainties about how the forest will respond if there is a 72 consolidation of such changes in the climate. In this regard, in large part, is due to the non-inclusion 73 of biological mechanisms in the construction of predictive models (Urban et al., 2016 In this study, to understand the potential responses of the Amazon forest to changes in 82 climate, we propose to investigate the ecological mechanism that controls forest-savanna transition 83 regimes and the implications for the forest ecosystem. To achieve this goal, we measured and 84 mapped the resilience of forest and savanna by modeling the multidimensional climatic niche of 85 ecosystems using high spatial resolution remote sensing data. This new approach, which integrates 86 different theoretical and methodological bodies, represents a significant advance for the 87 conservation of Amazonian biodiversity in order to will improve our predictive capacity in 88 anticipating catastrophic transitional events. The presence-absence data of the stable ecosystem states, used as input in ecological niche 93 modeling, were defined from a trimodal frequency histogram of the tree cover variable (0-100%) 94 (Friedman, 1991) . 124 For each method, we ran ten replicates with 75, and 25% partition for training and test, 125 respectively. We evaluated the quality of the models produced by the different methods with the 126 True Skill Statistics (TSS) and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) metrics. The best models 127 to compose the ensemble were selected using the TSS metric that measures quality combining 140 Here, climate suitability models derived from ecological niche modeling are used alternatively as 141 a direct and objective measure of ecosystem resilience. To identify the geographical limits of 142 resilience between the Amazon forest and adjacent savannas, we calculated the amplitude between 143 the resilience gradients of the two stable states over all the pixels in the study area to identify the 144 dominance zones and those where there is bistability in spatially explicit ways. Regions with high 145 amplitude values indicate that forest or savanna, depending on the area, dominate regarding 146 resilience, while low amplitude values (close to zero) suggest that there is a counterbalance of the 147 resilience between the two ecosystems, ecosystems would be equivalent to having bistability.
149 Predicting resilience thresholds in transition regimes
150 To identify critical resilience thresholds before forest-savanna transition regimes, we calculated 151 the observed proportion of each stable state (forest or savanna) along each measured unit of forest 152 resilience to the study area. We counted a total of 446 independent and non-autocorrelated samples, 153 where the forest and savanna ratio were calculated, ranging from 0 (zero) to 1 (one) along the 154 resilience gradient. The observed proportions, such as response variable, were then plotted as a 155 function of the forest resilience gradient. Then, we fitted a non-linear local regression statistical 156 model (LOESS) to the observed data to estimate the critical cut points under the resilience gradient 157 at the moment the curves assumed independent behavior and diverged each other. 164 counted the number of forest and savanna observations under each unit of the measured anomaly 165 to calculate the observed proportion of forest and savanna along the gradient of the anomaly. After 166 this procedure, which generated a set of 1,805 observations with statistical independence and 167 without spatial autocorrelation, we plot the observations under a two-dimensional scatterplot, 168 where the respective bioclimatic predictors are the axes. 169 We separate the factors under the two-dimensional climate space in (a) energy availability and 170 humidity and (b) climatic seasonality. After this, we then fit a linear model, which the orientation 171 of the line will indicate the type of statistical relationship between the predictors and the tendency 172 to transformations between the ecosystems. By assigning a color gradient, related to the trend 173 variable to a transition regime, it was also possible to identify the climatic thresholds critical to the 174 transition between stable states from abrupt color changes.
176 Results

177
We map the distribution of ecosystem resilience of stable forest and savanna states based on the 178 occupation of their respective multidimensional climatic niches ( Figure 1A and B) . The models 179 presented high sensitivity in predicting the alternating dominance of stable states over space with 180 synchronized geographic substitution between ecosystems. Such pattern of alternating dominance 181 between the two stable states is further evident in Figure 1C , where high resilience amplitude 182 values dominate almost the entire study area. However, we have detected only a narrow boundary 183 of bistability between the two ecosystems, where low values of resilience amplitude (close to zero) 184 prevail, highlighted by the black rectangles in Figure 1C . Such a bistable ecotonal zone should be 185 responsible for the mediation of transition events between the two stable states, being described in 186 the theoretical field as Maxwell's point. Its presence indicates, in addition to bistability among the 187 ecosystems, a low hysteresis, in case the return to the original stable state occurs. 211 In Figure 3 , we present a trend metric for catastrophic transition regimes under the two-212 dimensional climate space of the study area. In the graph of energy availability and humidity for 213 ecosystems ( Figure 3A) , we observed that there is a strong tendency towards catastrophic 214 transformations between forest and savanna associated with a critical threshold of moisture 215 availability. At precipitation levels below the threshold of 1500 mm/year (ACP), there is a sudden 216 change with an evident increase in the chance to savanna, independent of the observed mean annual 250 In this sense, the explicit determination of critical thresholds of resilience at large scales means a 251 particularly significant advance for Amazonian conservation, since we would have a better 252 predictive capacity to anticipate the effects of climate changes on the forest. Such information will 253 guarantee a more precise action towards ecosystem conservation plans (Scheffer et al., 2015) . . Such pattern can be explained by the fact that our models were 296 based on the multidimensional climatic niche of stable states, which means a higher sensitivity due 297 to better ecological resolution when compared to previous, generally two-dimensional, studies. The propensity for catastrophic transition regimes under bidimensional climate space.
In (A) on the X-axis is the average annual temperature gradient (AAT) and on the Y-axis the annual cumulative precipitation (ACP). In (B) on the X-axis is the annual range of temperature (ART) and on the Y-axis is the seasonal precipitation coefficient (PSC). In all, we used n=1805 observations.
